CAN WE RECONSTRUCT CLOUD-COVERED FLOODING AREAS IN HARMONIZED LANDSAT AND SENTINEL-2 IMAGE TIME SERIES?
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ABSTRACT
Floods pose severe global risks. While Earth observation satellites offer extensive flood monitoring, cloud cover limits the effectiveness of optical satellite imagery. This paper develops a novel reconstruction method for spatially seamless time series flood extent mapping. Utilizing a fine-tuned large foundation model, the proposed method identifies water bodies and then reconstructs cloud-covered flooding areas based on water occurrence data in the Global Surface Water dataset. The reconstructed water maps are finally refined by spatiotemporal Markov random field modeling to delineate flood areas. Evaluated with Harmonized Landsat and Sentinel-2 datasets, the developed method achieves seamless flood extent mapping at 2–3-day intervals and 30-m resolution. This paper offers an effective approach for flood monitoring under cloudy and rainy conditions, supporting emergency response and disaster management.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Satellite remote sensing offers a cost-effective means for extensive flood monitoring. However, optical satellite imagery is inevitably affected by cloud cover, leading to missing ground surface information in images and reducing the frequency of valid observations [1]. Considering the revisit cycles of satellites and the duration of floods at their respective intervals, the frequency of satellite observation is crucial for flood monitoring [2]. Therefore, exploring the potential of using optical satellite imagery that might be cloud-covered in flood mapping to improve flood monitoring frequency is worth further investigation [3], [4]. Developing a cloud reconstruction method for multisensor optical satellite imagery in cloudy scenarios is essential for seamless flood extent mapping at high density. Recent studies [5], [6] have developed gap-filling methods for seamless water mapping, but these are not tailored for and validated in flood scenarios, thus leaving room for advancement. To overcome these limitations in flood extent mapping using optical images under varying cloud cover conditions, this paper introduces a novel method for seamless time series flood extent mapping. By leveraging a combined time series of Landsat and Sentinel-2 images, this study aims to enhance the completeness, frequency, and precision of flood extent mapping in cloudy and rainy conditions, thereby improving emergency response and contributing to effective flood management.

2. METHODOLOGY
The flowchart of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 1, encompassing three main steps. The proposed method first identifies water bodies from Harmonized Landsat and Sentinel-2 image time series using a fine-tuned large foundation model, i.e., Prithvi-100M-Sen1Floods11 [7], which is pre-trained on the Sen1Floods11 dataset [8]. Then, the cloud-covered areas in the water maps are reconstructed based on the spatiotemporal neighboring similarity and prior water occurrence data in the Global Surface Water dataset [9]. Finally, the reconstructed time series water maps are refined using spatiotemporal Markov random field (MRF) modeling to delineate flood inundation areas, which can be identified by excluding permanent water, i.e., non-flood water, from the refined time series water maps.
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The fine-tuned Prithvi-100M-Sen1Floods11 model was used for water extraction in HLS images. Among the 446 labeled 512×512 chips in the Sen1Floods11 dataset, 267 chips were used for model fine-tuning, 89 chips for model validation, and the remaining 90 chips for model testing. The results showed the testing performance of the fine-tuned model with an Overall Accuracy (OA) of 97.35% and a mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) of 0.809 for flood extent mapping.

We selected a study site located in Sindh, Pakistan, which experienced a flood event in August and September 2022. This event was notable for its widespread impact, significant consequences, high satellite revisit frequency, and minimal cloud cover during the flooding, making it a focus for flood mapping study [10]. Fig. 2 shows seamless time series flood maps generated using the proposed method over Sindh, Pakistan in the 2022 flood event. Pseudo-color Harmonized Landsat and Sentinel-2 images, initial cloud-covered water maps, and reconstructed time series flood extent maps are provided for local areas. To increase mapping frequency, satellite images with orbital overlap within the study area are considered. For the unobserved portions in the overlapping images, the same reconstruction steps as for the cloud-covered areas are applied. The example reconstruction results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in seamless flood extent mapping, highlighting its capability in capturing both overall flood inundation trends and detailed extents. Therefore, the proposed method can provide seamless flood extent maps in areas affected by cloud cover and data gaps.

To generally evaluate the accuracy of the reconstructed flood maps, we compared the areas of flood-inundated regions with rainfall amounts. We collected daily precipitation data from CPC Global Unified Gauge-Based Analysis of Daily Precipitation from the NOAA Physical Sciences Laboratory website (https://psl.noaa.gov/) at the study site covering the flood period. In Fig. 3, areas of identified pre-flood water and floodwater are compared with daily precipitation at the study site. The comparison results showed a general consistency between the changes in floodwater areas and rainfall with consideration of the time lag effects, which demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method from a different perspective.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated spatially seamless flood extent mapping using Harmonized Landsat and Sentinel-2 image time series. We developed a novel method to reconstruct cloud-covered areas in generated time series water maps and evaluated its feasibility for spatially continuous flood extent mapping under cloudy and rainy conditions. The method was...
proven effective in enhancing time series flood monitoring. Reconstructing cloud-covered water maps benefits the composition of maximum-extent flood inundation maps and flood duration maps. Note that flood inundation can be hindered by persistent and dense cloud cover and may not be effectively recovered. Overall, the proposed method offers an effective approach for flood monitoring in cloudy and rainy scenarios, thus supporting emergency response and disaster management. Future studies could explore the transferability of the proposed method in other areas worldwide, as well as the harmonization of water maps derived from multi-modal and multi-sensor data sources.
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